
Canadian international merchandise trade,
April 2021
Released at 8:30 a.m. Eastern time in The Daily, Tuesday, June 8, 2021

In April, Canada's merchandise imports fell 4.7%, while exports decreased 1.0%. Both declines were attributable in
large part to significant decreases in trade of motor vehicles and parts. This was mainly the result of production
shutdowns in the auto assembly industry in April because of the shortage of semiconductor chips.

Canada's merchandise trade balance went from a deficit of $1.3 billion in March to a surplus of $594 million in April.
The surplus in April was the third in 2021, but its value represented less than 0.6% of total monthly merchandise
trade.
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Source(s): Table 12-10-0121-01.

Explore the most recent results of Canada's international trade in an interactive format with the newly updated
version of the "International trade monthly interactive dashboard." Starting this month, a section on trade in services
is included in the dashboard.

Motor vehicles and parts drive the decrease in imports

Following a 6.1% increase in March, total imports were down 4.7% in April to $49.6 billion. This represented the
strongest percentage decrease since the historic declines of April 2020. Excluding motor vehicles and parts,
imports fell 1.3%. In real (or volume) terms, total imports declined 6.8% in April.

https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/t1/tbl1/en/tv.action?pid=1210012101
https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/n1/pub/71-607-x/71-607-x2020013-eng.htm
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Chart 2
Contribution to the monthly change in imports, by product, April 2021
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Imports of motor vehicles and parts decreased 22.1% in April to $6.6 billion. Excluding the lows of the first wave of
the pandemic in 2020, this represents the lowest level since February 2012. Imports of passenger cars and light
trucks (-29.7%) and engines and parts (-20.2%) both decreased significantly as many auto and parts manufacturers
in North America and abroad stopped or slowed production because of the semiconductor chip shortage.

https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/t1/tbl1/en/tv.action?pid=1210012101
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Chart 3
Exports and imports of passenger cars and light trucks, and motor vehicle engines and parts
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Semiconductor chips are generally not imported into Canada in large quantities as discrete products. Impacts of the
global chip shortage will be more apparent in a variety of other manufactured product categories within the North
American Product Classification System, where semiconductor chips are already integrated as important
components within intermediate or finished goods.

Exports of seafood products partially offset the decline in exports of motor vehicles and
parts

Total exports were down 1.0% in April to $50.2 billion, with 6 of 11 product sections posting declines. Excluding the
motor vehicles and parts category, exports rose 1.6% in April. In real (or volume) terms, total exports fell 3.5%.

https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/t1/tbl1/en/tv.action?pid=1210012101
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Chart 4
Contribution to the monthly change in exports, by product, April 2021
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Exports of motor vehicles and parts decreased 18.1% to $5.5 billion in April. Outside the lows of 2020, this was the
lowest level since January 2014. The ongoing semiconductor chip shortage forced Canadian automakers to reduce
or stop production in April, resulting in sharp decreases in exports of passenger cars and light trucks (-21.3%), as
well as engines and parts (-15.7%). So far, production disruptions in the Canadian industry because of the shortage
have been most significant in April. Production in May is expected to be slightly less severely impacted, although
more than production in February and March. The semiconductor chip shortage remains fluid, with ongoing
adjustments being made to automotive manufacturing operations worldwide.

Partially offsetting this decrease were higher exports of consumer goods (+14.4%). The rise was mainly the result of
a surge in exports of prepared and packaged seafood products, which more than tripled in April. To reduce the risk
for the endangered North American right whales, the snow crab season opened almost one month earlier this year,
leading to a significant increase in exports of crab in April.

Surplus with the United States rises

Imports from the United States were down 5.2% in April, mainly because of the fall in imports of motor vehicles and
parts. Exports to the United States increased 1.4%, supported by higher exports of seafood products and softwood
lumber. As a result, Canada's trade surplus with the United States widened from $4.2 billion in March to $6.4 billion
in April.

https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/t1/tbl1/en/tv.action?pid=1210012101
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Chart 5
International merchandise trade balance
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Note(s): Data are on a balance of payments basis and are seasonally adjusted.
Source(s): Table 12-10-0011-01.

When the average exchange rates of March and April are compared, the Canadian dollar gained 0.5 US cents
relative to the American dollar, reaching the 80-cent mark for the first time since January 2018. The Canadian dollar
has increased 12.5% since April 2020.

Following a 12.8% increase in March, exports to countries other than the United States fell 7.2% in April, mainly on
lower exports to Hong Kong (gold) and the United Kingdom (gold).

Imports from countries other than the United States were down 3.8% in April. Following a 27.8% increase in March,
imports from China fell 18.8% in April, with widespread decreases across a number of product categories.

Canada's trade deficit with countries other than the United States widened from $5.5 billion in March to $5.8 billion
in April.

https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/t1/tbl1/en/tv.action?pid=1210001101
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Chart 6
Canada's imports and exports with the United States and countries other than the United States
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Revisions to March merchandise export and import data

Imports in March, originally reported as $51.8 billion in the previous release, were revised to $52.0 billion in the
release for the current reference month. Exports in March, originally reported as $50.6 billion in the previous
release, were revised to $50.7 billion in the current month's release.

Trade in medical and protective goods and vaccines

Following a steep 23.8% increase in March, imports of medical and protective goods fell 21.2% to $2.6 billion in
April on a customs basis. Imports of diagnostic products fell 34.3% after reaching a record high in March. Imports of
medical equipment and products (-18.6%), personal protective equipment (-10.8%), and disinfectant and
sterilization products (-14.3%) also decreased. Year over year, imports were 4.2% lower than in April 2020, which
was the first full month after measures to contain the spread of COVID-19 in Canada were implemented.
Meanwhile, exports of medical and protective goods decreased 5.6% to $1.4 billion in April, following two
consecutive monthly increases. Year over year, exports were 7.7% lower than in April 2020.

https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/t1/tbl1/en/tv.action?pid=1210001101
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Imports of "vaccines for human medicine other than for influenza," the category that includes the
COVID-19 vaccines, increased 57.4% in April to $297 million. Imports in April were more than six times higher year
over year. COVID-19 vaccines were first approved for use in Canada in December 2020, and, since January 2021,
import values in this category have grown substantially each month, with further increases expected in the months
ahead.

Chart 7
Imports of vaccines for human medicine other than for influenza
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Note(s): Data are on a customs basis and are not seasonally adjusted.
Source(s): Canadian International Merchandise Trade (Customs Basis) (2201).

Monthly trade in services

In April, monthly service exports were down 2.2% to $9.3 billion. Service imports increased 2.2% to $9.5 billion.

When international trade in goods and international trade in services were combined, exports fell 1.2% to
$59.5 billion in April, while imports decreased 3.6% to $59.1 billion. As a result, Canada's trade surplus with the
world for goods and services combined was $368 million in April.

Upcoming release of the new Canadian international merchandise trade web application

In fall 2021, Statistics Canada will launch the Canadian international merchandise trade (CIMT) web application,
which will replace the existing CIMT online database. This modernized tool will provide users with a number of
enhancements, including access to the full 8-digit (exports) and 10-digit (imports) Harmonized System product
categories, as well as insights on CIMT in a more user-friendly, efficient and visually appealing manner. Watch this
video to learn more about the added data and features.

http://www23.statcan.gc.ca/imdb/p2SV.pl?Function=getSurvey&SDDS=2201
https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/n1/daily-quotidien/210608/dq210608b-eng.htm
https://www.statcan.gc.ca/eng/sc/video/CIMT-web-application
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Note to readers

Merchandise trade is one component of Canada's international balance of payments (BOP), which also includes trade in services,
investment income, current transfers, and capital and financial flows.

International trade data by commodity are available on both a BOP and a customs basis. International trade data by country are available
on a customs basis for all countries and on a BOP basis for Canada's 27 principal trading partners (PTPs). The list of PTPs is based on
their annual share of total merchandise trade—imports and exports—with Canada in 2012. BOP data are derived from customs data by
adjusting for factors such as valuation, coverage, timing and residency. These adjustments are made to conform to the concepts and
definitions of the Canadian System of National Accounts.

For a conceptual analysis of BOP-based data versus customs-based data, see "Balance of Payments trade in goods at Statistics
Canada: Expanding geographic detail to 27 principal trading partners."

For more information on these and other macroeconomic concepts, see the Methodological Guide: Canadian System of Macroeconomic
Accounts (13-607-X) and the User Guide: Canadian System of Macroeconomic Accounts (13-606-G).

The data in this release are on a BOP basis and are seasonally adjusted. Unless otherwise stated, values are expressed in nominal
terms, or current dollars. References to prices are based on aggregate Paasche (current-weighted) price indexes (2012=100).
Movements within aggregate Paasche prices can be influenced by changes in the share of values traded for specific goods, with sudden
shifts in trading patterns—as observed currently with the COVID-19 pandemic—sometimes resulting in large movements in Paasche
price indexes. Volumes, or constant dollars, are calculated using the Laspeyres formula (2012=100), unless otherwise stated.

For information on seasonal adjustment, see Seasonally adjusted data – Frequently asked questions.

Revisions

In general, merchandise trade data are revised on an ongoing basis for each month of the current year. Current-year revisions are
reflected in both the customs-based and the BOP-based data.

The previous year's customs-based data are revised with the release of data for the January and February reference months, and
thereafter on a quarterly basis. The previous two years of customs-based data are revised annually, and revisions are released in
February with the December reference month.

The previous year's BOP-based data are revised with the release of data for the January, February, March and April reference months. To
remain consistent with the Canadian System of Macroeconomic Accounts, revisions to BOP-based data for previous years are released
annually in December with the October reference month.

Factors influencing revisions include the late receipt of import and export documentation, incorrect information on customs forms, the
replacement of estimates produced for the energy section with actual figures, changes in merchandise classification based on more
current information, and changes to seasonal adjustment factors.

For information on data revisions for exports of energy products, see Methodology for Exports of Energy Products within the International
Merchandise Trade Program.

Revised data are available in the appropriate tables.

Real-time data table

The real-time data table 12-10-0120-01 will be updated on June 21.

Next release

Data on Canadian international merchandise trade for May will be released on July 2.

https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/en/catalogue/13-605-X201400414107
https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/en/catalogue/13-606-G
https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/en/catalogue/13-607-X
https://www.statcan.gc.ca/eng/dai/btd/sad-faq
https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/en/catalogue/13-605-X202000100007
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Table 1
Merchandise trade: Canada's 10 principal trading partners – Balance of payments basis,
seasonally adjusted, current dollars
  April 2020r March 2021r April 2021 March to April

2021
April 2020 to April

2021

    millions of dollars   % change

Total exports 31,620 50,700 50,207 -1.0 58.8
United States 20,447 36,613 37,129 1.4 81.6
China 2,098 2,594 2,443 -5.8 16.5
United Kingdom 1,187 1,636 1,434 -12.3 20.8
Mexico 360 855 745 -12.8 106.7
Japan 1,219 1,000 1,167 16.6 -4.3
Germany 425 601 504 -16.1 18.6
South Korea 413 550 465 -15.4 12.6
Netherlands 423 487 425 -12.8 0.4
Italy 305 243 179 -26.3 -41.4
Belgium 256 278 284 2.0 11.0

 
Total imports 37,067 52,048 49,613 -4.7 33.8
United States 20,039 32,417 30,728 -5.2 53.3
China 4,214 5,728 4,651 -18.8 10.4
United Kingdom 1,229 627 714 14.0 -41.9
Mexico 713 1,544 1,442 -6.6 102.2
Japan 627 908 818 -9.9 30.4
Germany 938 1,204 1,243 3.3 32.6
South Korea 549 731 705 -3.5 28.6
Netherlands 345 416 360 -13.4 4.4
Italy 409 520 541 4.1 32.2
Belgium 393 425 996 134.7 153.3

 
Trade balance -5,447 -1,347 594 ... ...
United States 408 4,196 6,401 ... ...
China -2,116 -3,134 -2,208 ... ...
United Kingdom -42 1,009 720 ... ...
Mexico -353 -689 -697 ... ...
Japan 592 92 348 ... ...
Germany -513 -603 -739 ... ...
South Korea -136 -181 -240 ... ...
Netherlands 79 72 65 ... ...
Italy -104 -277 -362 ... ...
Belgium -137 -146 -713 ... ...

r revised
... not applicable
Note(s):
Totals may not equal the sum of their components as a result of rounding.
Countries listed are Canada's top 10 principal trading partners based on annual 2019 total merchandise trade data.

Source(s): Table 12-10-0011-01.

https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/t1/tbl1/en/tv.action?pid=1210001101
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Table 2
Merchandise trade: North American Product Classification System1 – Balance of payments basis,
seasonally adjusted, current dollars
  April 2020r March 2021r April 2021 March to April

2021
April 2020 to

April 2021

    millions of dollars   % change

Total exports 31,620 50,700 50,207 -1.0 58.8
Farm, fishing and intermediate food products 3,487 4,162 4,037 -3.0 15.8
Energy products 3,004 9,502 9,260 -2.5 208.3
Metal ores and non-metallic minerals 1,708 2,076 1,933 -6.9 13.2
Metal and non-metallic mineral products 5,000 6,147 6,126 -0.3 22.5
Basic and industrial chemical, plastic and rubber

products 2,185 3,059 3,016 -1.4 38.0
Forestry products and building and packaging

materials 3,017 4,541 4,742 4.4 57.2
Industrial machinery, equipment and parts 2,360 2,999 3,026 0.9 28.2
Electronic and electrical equipment and parts 1,925 2,162 2,312 6.9 20.1
Motor vehicles and parts 1,086 6,665 5,456 -18.1 402.4
Aircraft and other transportation equipment and parts 1,338 1,977 2,102 6.3 57.2
Consumer goods 5,187 5,934 6,791 14.4 30.9
Special transactions trade 2 239 298 297 -0.4 24.3
Other balance of payments adjustments 1,085 1,177 1,108 -5.9 2.1

 
Total imports 37,067 52,048 49,613 -4.7 33.8
Farm, fishing and intermediate food products 1,670 1,895 1,860 -1.8 11.4
Energy products 1,239 2,536 2,445 -3.6 97.3
Metal ores and non-metallic minerals 1,584 1,384 1,124 -18.8 -29.0
Metal and non-metallic mineral products 4,374 4,629 4,502 -2.7 2.9
Basic and industrial chemical, plastic and rubber

products 3,319 3,814 4,088 7.2 23.2
Forestry products and building and packaging

materials 1,957 2,447 2,465 0.7 26.0
Industrial machinery, equipment and parts 4,146 5,573 5,526 -0.9 33.3
Electronic and electrical equipment and parts 5,036 6,109 6,105 -0.1 21.2
Motor vehicles and parts 1,919 8,522 6,642 -22.1 246.1
Aircraft and other transportation equipment and parts 1,114 1,646 1,555 -5.5 39.6
Consumer goods 9,238 11,340 10,966 -3.3 18.7
Special transactions trade 2 752 1,162 1,394 20.0 85.4
Other balance of payments adjustments 717 991 940 -5.1 31.1

r revised
1. International merchandise trade data are based on the 2017 North American Product Classification System.
2. These are mainly low-value transactions, value of repairs to equipment and goods returned to the country of origin.
Note(s): Totals may not equal the sum of their components as a result of rounding.
Source(s): Table 12-10-0121-01.

https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/t1/tbl1/en/tv.action?pid=1210012101
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Table 3
Canada's international trade in goods and services – Balance of payment basis, seasonally
adjusted, current dollars
  March 2021r April 2021 March to April 2021

    millions of dollars   % change

Exports      
Goods 50,700 50,207 -1.0
Services 9,467 9,259 -2.2
Goods and services 60,167 59,466 -1.2
Imports      
Goods 52,048 49,613 -4.7
Services 9,279 9,485 2.2
Goods and services 61,327 59,098 -3.6
Balances      
Goods -1,347 594  
Services 188 -226  
Goods and services -1,159 368  

r revised
Note(s): Totals may not equal the sum of their components as a result of rounding.
Source(s): Tables 12-10-0011-01 and 12-10-0044-01.

Available tables: 12-10-0011-01, 12-10-0099-01, 12-10-0119-01, 12-10-0121-01 to 12-10-0128-01 ,
12-10-0136-01, 12-10-0140-01 and 12-10-0144-01.

Definitions, data sources and methods: survey numbers 2201, 2202, 2203 and 5295.

The product "International merchandise trade monthly interactive dashboard" (71-607-X) is now available.
This new interactive dashboard is a comprehensive analytical tool that presents monthly changes in Canada's
international merchandise trade data on a balance of payments basis, fully supporting the information
presented every month in the Daily text.

The product "The International Trade Explorer" (71-607-X) is now available online.

Customs-based data are now available in the Canadian International Merchandise Trade Database
(65F0013X).

The updated "Canada and the World Statistics Hub" (13-609-X) is now available online. This product
illustrates the nature and extent of Canada's economic and financial relationship with the world using
interactive graphs and tables. This product provides easy access to information on trade, investment,
employment and travel between Canada and a number of countries, including the United States, the United
Kingdom, Mexico, China, Japan, Belgium, Italy, the Netherlands and Spain.

For more information, contact us (toll-free 1-800-263-1136; 514-283-8300;
STATCAN.infostats-infostats.STATCAN@canada.ca).

To enquire about the concepts, methods or data quality of this release, contact Benoît Carrière
(613-951-4636; STATCAN.mediahotline-ligneinfomedias.STATCAN@canada.ca), International Accounts
and Trade Division.

https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/t1/tbl1/en/tv.action?pid=1210004401
https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/t1/tbl1/en/tv.action?pid=1210001101
https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/t1/tbl1/en/tv.action?pid=1210012801
https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/t1/tbl1/en/tv.action?pid=1210001101
https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/t1/tbl1/en/tv.action?pid=1210012101
https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/t1/tbl1/en/tv.action?pid=1210009901
https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/t1/tbl1/en/tv.action?pid=1210011901
https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/t1/tbl1/en/tv.action?pid=1210014401
https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/t1/tbl1/en/tv.action?pid=1210013601
https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/t1/tbl1/en/tv.action?pid=1210014001
http://www23.statcan.gc.ca/imdb/p2SV.pl?Function=getSurvey&SDDS=2201
http://www23.statcan.gc.ca/imdb/p2SV.pl?Function=getSurvey&SDDS=5295
http://www23.statcan.gc.ca/imdb/p2SV.pl?Function=getSurvey&SDDS=2203
http://www23.statcan.gc.ca/imdb/p2SV.pl?Function=getSurvey&SDDS=2202
https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/en/catalogue/71-607-X2020013
https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/en/catalogue/71-607-X
https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/en/catalogue/71-607-X2019005
https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/en/catalogue/71-607-X
http://www5.statcan.gc.ca/cimt-cicm/home-accueil?lang=eng
https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/en/catalogue/65F0013X
http://www.statcan.gc.ca/eng/stathub
https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/en/catalogue/13-609-X
mailto:STATCAN.infostats-infostats.STATCAN@canada.ca
mailto:STATCAN.mediahotline-ligneinfomedias.STATCAN@canada.ca

